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Additional
axes positioning

Magazine turn

Pallet loading

XY-axes positioning

Z-axis up/down

Open the screen you want to view 
quickly.

● Shortcut keys
In addition to high-speed file transfer, 
programs in the USB memory can be 
run directly or data, such as data 
measured by the touch probe, can be 
output.

● USB interface

High capacity program data can be 
transferred via Ethernet at high speed. 
The standard memory capacity is 100 
Mbytes (max. 500 Mbytes).

● Network function

Releases the tool caught in the 
workpiece due to a power failure 
during tapping.

● Tap return function

Check the torque of the spindle motor 
etc. as a waveform.

● Waveform display

Macro programs can be called using 
G/M codes by assigning subprogram 
numbers to the desired G/M codes. 

● G/M code macro

22-tool
magazine

Standard equipped with PLC. The 
standard 16 input and output points 
each can be extended to up to 1,024 
points each (optional).

● PLC function

Door opening widthDoor opening width

845mm

Reduced by approx.3s

Tool - Tool  ：

Chip - Chip  ：

0.9S

1.7S

Tool - Tool  ：

Chip - Chip  ：

0.8S

1.6S

14-tool
magazine

Using a fast acceleration/deceleration spindle motor achieves 
quicker starting and stopping of the spindle. Tool change is 
completed without stopping the Z-axis.

High-speed tool change is achieved by increasing the speed 
of, and optimizing the control for, spindle start/stop, Z-axis 
up/down, and magazine operation. 

■ Simultaneous operation ■ High acceleration spindle

■ High-power spindle motor ■ Highly rigid structure

Enhanced speed and acceleration, and optimal control with any waste operation and time eliminated, drive machine performance 
to the fullest, demonstrating high productivity.

Wider door opening width is secured 
to make workpiece change easier.

■ Operation from the front

The operation panel is placed on the 
side of the machine to make setup 
work easier. 

The column can be moved to a 
position where tools can easily be 
changed.

■ Operation from the side

Accessibility and operability from the front or side of the machine is enhanced so that operators can easily perform setup work, 
such as workpiece change or tool change.

The highly rigid structure and a high-power spindle motor provide high-range machining capabilities from 
heavy-duty machining to high-speed high-efficiency machining.

Equipped with the latest CNC-C00 controller with greatly enhanced processing capabilities. 
Operability and maintainability are improved, providing increased user-friendliness.

■ High-speed tool change

Quest for High Performance Based on Our Passion for #30 and Original NC Unit 

P r o d u c t i v i t y A c c e s s i b i l i t y

N C  u n i t

M a c h i n i n g  c a p a b i l i t i e s

Quest for 
High Performance

5 6

The machine is equipped with a simultaneous operation 
function where the QT table turns and the X/Y- and additional 
axes are positioned simultaneously when tools are changed. 
This avoids any waste pallet change time, enabling non-stop 
machining in our quest for “Wasted time = Zero.”

0.15SSpindle start / stop time

* Data taken using high-torque specifications.

Without simultaneous 
operation

With simultaneous 
operation

Pallet change

Pallet change

Tool change

Tool change

Positioning

Positioning

Demonstrates high machining capabilities, 
with high characteristics from low-speed to medium-speed range.

High rigidity achieved by reviewing the 
structure of the column and base through 
analysis. 

Max.torque
(momentary)   

110 cc/min 
Carbon steel (using D16 end mill)

Max.output  

40Nm

18.9kW

 ： 
 ： 

Machining
details

Spindle motor characteristic value

Max.torque
(momentary)   

Max.output  

Spindle motor characteristic value

92Nm

26.2kW

■ Grooving using standard specs ■ Large hole drilling using high-torque specs

* Data obtained from tests conducted by Brother
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× ×960：100 3,0003.2
× ×(58.6：3.94 118.1)0.13
× ×660：100 3,0002.2
× ×(40.3：3.94 118.1)0.09
× ×1700：100 3,0005.7
× ×(102.4：3.94 118.1)0.22

× ×128：40 5735.6
× ×(7.8：1.57 22.6)0.22
× ×73：40 5733.2
× ×(4.5：1.57 22.6)0.13
× ×128：40 5735.6
× ×(7.8：1.57 22.6)0.22

× ×81：40 4844.2
× ×(5.0：1.57 19.1)0.17
× ×48：40 4842.5
× ×(2.9：1.57 19.1)0.1
× ×81：40 4844.2
× ×(5.0：1.57 19.1)0.17
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D30(1.18)
D26(1.02)

Tool diameter mm( inch) × 
Feed mm(inch)/rev

Tool diameter mm( inch) × 
Pitch mm( inch)

Cutting amount cm3/min( inch3/min): 
Cutting width mm( inch) ×
Cutting depth mm( inch) ×
Feed rate mm/min( inch/min)

Drilling

Tapping

Facing

Machining

Cutting amount
Material

D40 mm
Carbon steel
 ： 
 ： 

Machining
details M a t e r i a l

Holediameter





Number of "control axes" and/or "simultaneously controlled axes" are the maximum number of
axes, which will differ depending on the destination country and the machine specifications.
Ethernet is a trademark or registered trademark of XEROX in the United States.


